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ABSTRACT 

The audio characteristics of computer games and virtual worlds have been shown to greatly affect the 

users' experience in such environments. Social software platforms such as last.fm, youtube.com and 

facebook.com record their users’ musical preferences offering thus a wealth of accessible information for 

the enrichment of games and virtual worlds. This paper presents a web-based framework designed to 

retrieve, process, analyse, categorise appropriately and embed personal musical preferences directly into 

games and virtual worlds. The whole process is demonstrated in action via the development of a classical 

computer game that features such functionality. Typical issues that arise during application development 

are discussed, while case based solutions are proposed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This work introduces the MIRVRES framework designed to incorporate musical content 
sourced from user-based social software services directly into computer games and virtual 
worlds. In that respect, personal musical preferences may be used to furnish applications with 
personalised user-based musical content in a transparent and consistent manner. The framework 
establishes a method that can be accessed directly from a game or virtual world environment, 
designed to automate the overall process that integrates querying, retrieval, categorisation and 
direct access of personalised musical preferences in audio-file format. Successful input of user 
credentials into the developed system’s interface initiates a remote and automated process, 
which outputs a resulting XML file containing all the external content-access information. The 
open-source nature of this implementation combined with the remote web-access interface 
offers to game and virtual world developers a tool to access directly individual musical profiles. 
This may be used to cover particular interactive music application areas where users interact 
with the musical content, or adaptive musical needs where user actions within the game or 
virtual environment trigger dynamic audio adjustment. As the process is completely external to 
the game environment it does not require the client-system to provide additional audio-
processing capabilities, enabling mobile-based applications to utilise it for their purposes.  

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces related work and examples in 
the field of adaptive audio for games and displays their developmental complexities, before 
analysing the functionality of the proposed framework. The development of a real-life case 
study under which a game is furnished with customised audio is discussed in Section 3. Therein, 
practical aspects that include the speed of processing, delivery, quality of service and the overall 
experience are presented while framework-adaptation issues are discussed. The work concludes 
with the presentation of particular development issues that developers need to take into 



consideration, when they whish to employ the framework and incorporate similar functionality 
into their games and virtual world applications. 

2. ENABLING ADAPTIVE AUDIO FOR GAMES AND VIRTUAL WORLDS 

Although games and virtual worlds often share common characteristics, allowing thus common 
tools to be used in their development [1], they do not seem to follow recent advances in 
interactive audio personalisation [1-4] and social software based music information retrieval [5-
11]. In game development scenarios and particularly when focusing in the musical forefront, our 
initial research revealed various approaches [3]. Most games embed a fixed set of composed, 
edited or carefully selected tracks to the application that may be pre-cached and called on 
request. Playback may be triggered interactively according to user actions or adaptively, 
according to certain key points of the underlying scenario. For example, the “Grand Theft 
Auto”[12] game series follows the above characteristic scenario, as the soundtrack listened to 
when a player uses a vehicle, may be altered by the user via the appropriate function buttons, 
simulating change of the selected radio-frequency in real-life. The music-driven game 
“Audiosurf” [13] is considered a non-characteristic case as user-inputted audio file is used in 
order to shape the game-play complexity for each level. Many other game development 
approaches may be referenced including the use of affective models based on the inclusion of 
mood, emotion, and sentiment [4]. Most game video consoles including Xbox 360, Wii and PS3 
allow the use of externally available music from CD media, given that the game supports this 
functionality [2]. To our best knowledge, proprietary games and virtual worlds featuring 
dynamic utilisation of network-based music from social software oriented music sources are 
rare.  

It is necessary therefore to introduce a framework that allows direct incorporation of music 
originating from social software sources, providing each user with a customised soundtrack. 
Our research revealed various issues that need to be addressed, common to most 
implementations. For example, although in the case of client-server WWW-based applications 
use of the proposed framework is highly recommended, as it does not pose any further 
requirements in the client-side, a negative aspect of the current process is that it may increase 
application-loading time for the transfer of musical content. This may be addressed via 
utilisation of caching techniques, similar to those utilised for the development of multimedia 
applications featuring dynamic-dynamic interaction capabilities [14].  

2.1. Introducing the MIRVRES Framework for Games and Virtual Environments  

The web-version of the MIRVRES framework is presented in this section, covering the content-
access requirements under the current case-study scenario. Figure 1 displays the process 
schematically. Users authorise the application to search and detect their personalised musical 
preferences, which may either already be retrieved interactively [5] from services such as 
YouTube or Facebook, or may be already retrieved from a dedicated system such as Last.fm, a 
method utilised under the current case-study. These are then matched appropriately using 
another service; in this case iTunes provides links to the actual audio clip files. Each file is 
retrieved and analysed by the “Canoris” service in order to detect specific information, in our 
case Beats Per Minute (BPM). Resulting information is stored in an XML file, which is 
subsequently accessed by the game or virtual world, enabling direct access to the file and 
metadata.  

An important aspect of the proposed framework is that it may also be implemented locally in 
non-networked environments, in order to analyse, evaluate and provide a customised experience 
to a single-user, based on a single music-collection. In order for this functionality to be 
implemented, step 3 will have to be combined with step 4, both accessing the iTunes library that 
can provide access to all privately stored musical content.  



 

Figure 1.  Schematic of the real-life game-based case study 

 

3. EMPLOYING THE FRAMEWORK UNDER A REAL-LIFE CASE STUDY 

In this work a fully functional case study was realised in order to practically demonstrate the 
functionality of the proposed framework, under a realistic game-scenario. The programming 
environment selected for experimentation was Microsoft’s XNA Game Studio, and the open 
source game XNA Arkanoid. Under this setting the audio-handling routines were re-engineered 
in order to act as the testing platform while dynamic audio-adjustment was linked to the game-
play. Its functionality may be described as a mapping between each stage's score and the Beats 
Per Minute (BPM) of each of the selected audio files, calculated by the framework service and 
stored in an XML document accessible by the game. The game states displayed in Figure 2, 
exhibit audio track change.  

 

Figure 2.  Two game states where the score is linked to the audio BPM 

 
The XML information derived by the appropriate framework routine for the low-BPM track 
shown in Figure 2, left, is listed below, followed by the higher-BPM track of Figure 2, right). 
 



<Track>  
<track_name>Jezebel</track_name>  
<track_artist_name>Sade</track_artist_name>  
<bpm>75.930725097700005</bpm>  
<uri>http://karydis.ionio.gr/MIRVRES/rj/</uri>  
<filename>8b40bf7a097e41e6af05fd1b981900ab.wma</filename>  

</Track> 

<Track>  
<track_name>Still Got The Blues</track_name>  
<track_artist_name>Gary Moore</track_artist_name>  
<bpm>81.664299011200001</bpm>  
<uri>http://karydis.ionio.gr/MIRVRES/rj/</uri>  
<filename>e30bd8e12e254c22b953196e90927b7a.wma</filename>  

</Track> 

The BPM-based music selection routine used in the game employs clustering using the k-means 

algorithm [15]. The audio-selection method can be adjusted to suit the intended end-system. For 
example, virtual world scenario developers that wish to implement personalised background 
music for use within the environment (musical carpet) may do so by introducing the appropriate 
entry in the XML file. Under this scenario, the user’s actions (interaction) and communication 
contexts may be used to describe the desired temporal state (relaxed, normal or active) 
triggering appropriate music track selection. 

Another important aspect involves content licensing. The social software website last.fm used to 
detect user preferences although it records the favourite user-tracks, it does not freely provide 
the audio streams in high quality. This problem was resolved in the current game via utilisation 
of the track name field provided by the iTunes API. This service allows an application to 
download and store thirty-seconds of the original audio file. Limited audio length may not be 
enough for all applications, thus alternative strategies may be implemented. These include the 
use of audio tracks stored locally in the user’s computer, enabling rapid access and processing, 
or content streaming from alternative sources such as YouTube.  

The framework complete with source code and a ready-to-run example are freely accessible 
over the WWW from the address: http://karydis.ionio.gr/MIRVRES/. The application receives 
personalised user preferences from a test-account in Last.fm social software website which may 
be changed at will by altering the appropriate functional call. In the present game state and for 
demonstration purposes, the user should access the service via the above web address, and store 
the resulting XML file in the game folder enabling it to download the appropriate data files. 
This implementation allows developers to import effortlessly the proposed functionality directly 
into their game-development environments.  

3.1. Framework Adaptation for Games and Virtual Environments  

Personalised/adaptive music is an important issue for games [16] and virtual environments [17]. 
Researchers address the issues that arise from a variety of perspectives ranging from music 
similarity [18-23], social media [5, 7, 11, 24] and end-system adaptability [4, 9, 25-29], to 
emotion [4, 30-32], affect [33, 34] and the interactive nature of implementations [2, 35]. 
Therefore it is imperative to review possible framework adaptation strategies that may address 
various system and user issues. We categorise these issues under three titles, which are 
interrelated: Scenario Complexity, User Dimension and Content Availability.  



End-system “scenario complexity” may be considered a governing factor as it that affects 
directly use-scenarios of adaptive audio. Under each new system, developers need to predict, 
map and address special scenario-based requirements in order to cover special use-cases. A 
characteristic instance may be the need to replace all the pre-determined audio sequences with 
new audio streams, a process that introduces varying pre-caching requirements for interactive or 
adaptive use of the content. This is a typical case where complexities increase. Characteristic 
complexities that are introduced in varying scenarios are summarised in Table 1, where 
interactive and adaptive requirements are recorded under different development perspectives.  

Table 1. Interactive and Adaptive Music Complexities Introduced During the Development of 
Game and Virtual World Environments  

Music Programming 

Complexities 

Game / Virtual Worlds 

Environment/ Network Issues 

Content-Context 

Complexities 

Interactive 
Music 

Based on user 
actions, streams need 
to be available on 
request. 

Playback length should be 
appropriate for actions 
Requires dynamic editing (fade-
in/fade-out, BPM 
synchronisation) to support 
user-interaction. 

Small user-collection 
may introduce 
repetition. 
Large user-collection 
may introduce 
selection problems. 

Adaptive 
Music 

Based on the 
scenario, streams 
may need to be pre-
cached in a pre-
determined order. 

Duration may not be 
appropriate, may need dynamic 
editing (fade-in/fade-out, BPM 
synchronisation). 

Music repetition may 
be permitted depending 
on game design. 

 

A “user dimension” is another factor that refers to the maximum number of users that may 
simultaneously use the system or “meet” during their virtual experience. In that respect, a single 
player game scenario is less complex than the two-player turn-based scenario of the same game, 
as in the latter case the proposed framework has to be employed twice and the game should be 
adapted in order to store different player settings and scores. To complicate matters further, 
implementing the same game to support simultaneous two-player modes increases the 
dimensionality of the problem, introducing a decidability problem that needs to be addressed 
during system design. In other words, problems may arise in the case of multi-player games and 
virtual worlds, where users with different musical preferences are present in a game in the same 
physical space. This is an issue that may require either the use of the union of their preferences 
(if any), or the gaming-performance (score) of each user may dictate which users’ audio profile 
will be used, offering an interactive soundtrack selection during game play.  

The term “content availability” refers to the volume and quality of information that the user 
inputs into the system. A new user may have insufficient or a very large number of tracks 
available in their profile. In the first case a developer may select to utilise the default application 
audio and display a warning message to the user prompting to add more tracks to their profile. 
In the case of large availability of tracks, it is suggested a maximum limit of tracks parameter to 
be set and select only the favourite user-tracks from the web service. In the case of last.fm this is 
practically easy to be accomplished via the <playcount> parameter found in information stored 
for each user-track and appropriate sorting of the track list. 

Other issues that arise during new system development include the flexibility of the framework 
in terms of context selection. Clearly under the proposed implementation we have utilised the 
bits per minute (BPM) attribute that may not always cover the developers’ requirements. This is 
an issue that requires further research, as one may choose various strategies to address it. 



Developers may either choose to use musical genre as a filter for track selection, or utilise 
external music-discovery applications such as last.fm to allow dynamic musical context 
matching to game content via the similarity search function offered. Copyright issues are also a 
great concern under interactive music selection as it is not possible to predict beforehand which 
tracks will be downloaded. This is an issue that has already been examined for interactive 
application scenarios [36].  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Adapting the game to suit player’s character and preferences has been recognised as an 
important factor of user-experience improvement. Videogame players have long had the ability 
to customise the game-playing experience by interactively switching between elements that 
include the main game character, the enemies, the difficulty and even the game environment and 
rules. Although videogame music has the potential to enhance the gaming experience on screen 
in unique ways [37], it has not yet followed the same adaptation mechanisms observed as in the 
above-mentioned game factors. This often results in the use of musical scores that are 
indifferent and not pleasurable due to the high frequency of repetition, a factor that the user is 
not usually given the option to adjust according to preference. 

In this work we have presented a first step towards videogame/virtual world music 
customisation according to user preferences and life style. Social networks possess a wealth of 
information about the kind of music the user prefers. We introduced the MIRVRES framework, 
and a real-life open-source web-based tool that enables developers to furnish their environments 
with user-based functionality. Leveraging this information to adapt a videogame’s musical score 
can enhance the user experience. In the near future we plan to evaluate the technique and 
measure enhancement of user experience as well as adapt the algorithm to more complex games 
and audio attributes that may be automatically extracted in order to offer games and applications 
with a more adaptive experience.  
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